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Artist, Lee Tzu Tung

Introduction

Art practices as the decolonizing method

In the age of imperialism, the global division of labor is not only economical and political but also academical and
epistemological. Walter Mignolo raised the term “epistemic racism” which depicts that the knowledge of “anthropos”, the
primordial man, is regarded inferior than the western “humanitas”. Another scholar Boaventura de Sousa Santos, even called it
an “epstemicide”. Basically, they both are saying that some of the people controls the active agent in knowledge production, and
all the others could only quotes their theories in order to justify their knowledge.
The knowledge around the world are not being respected and identified equally, and even to the point of being actively
slaughtered. Contemporary art production system has also replicate such postcolonial epistemic injustice, it is a highly curated,
manufactured language system inherited with multi-facade of colonial legacy.

1. Open up the authorship

Taiwanese indigenous activism has statically following Native American movements, while influenced by Taiwan’s international
political opportunities given by United States and P.R.C. governments, under the colonial history of Taiwan’s diachronic
experience within a synchronic multi-layered oppressive structure. These forces construct the political agency behind indigenous
artists’ creations and its cultural reconstruction process. Around 1970’s, the concept of “art”was first introduced to indigenous
creators by nationalist government mainly for tourism purpose, changed their creating means and tied the work production
under the national governance and capitalism economy. However, series of autonomy movements raise the awareness and the
demand of political identity recently, and art practices have become a method of decolonization and remanufacturing the relation
of contemporary art politics.

Video installation, and performance at KaoSiong Museum of Fine Arts, 2015. Dondon Howmun and Erlg Performance group,
Weaving the Path - We weave to find the way to our ancestors' spirit.
Left: H170 cm, collected by National Taiwan University on
1932, from Zingrur Tomod Family, Paiwan Ancestor Spirit
Pillar.

The article would come close to the above political and historical influence on three major political identities in Taiwan:
indigenous people, Han Taiwanese (or Taiwanese) and mainlanders , introduce how the content and aim of decolonization are
different from each other. The second part,I would conclude the decolonizing tactics which may apply on contemporary art system.

Middle & Right: 20× 75× 600cm exhibited at KaoShung
Art Museum on 2009. Sakuliu Pavavalung The Fetters of
Belief(Three Mountains on Our Mind)

The articles is composed with multiple interviews with the artist, and some ethnographic records when I was living between
different indigenous communities, and participating multiple indigenous movement, and as a artist myself, I personally practice
all these views and tactics in my own works.

The political agency to create between the artists in three ethnics
Taiwan’s colonial history is a diachronic experience within a synchronic multi-layered oppressive structure. From 17th century,
Taiwan has been through the first wave of colonization by Dutch East India Company and Spanish Empire, shortly after the
Kingdom of Tunging ruled Tainan area from 1662-1683, there are then followed by Qing Dynasty rule from 1683-1887, Japanese
rule from 1894-1945, then with Chinese nationalist one-party rule. Structurally, it consists three groups of people divided with
distinctive culture backgrounds, which includes: foreign colonizers/mainlander, Han Taiwanese and the indigenous people.
Taiwan is often the object of deprivation, while people are mixed between the multi-character of colonizing act, for example, Han
Taiwanese are at the same time the oppressors (towards indigenous people) and the oppressed (by Qing, Japan and Nationalist
party), and as the American, Australia settlers and other European immigrants’s history, they have also developed their own
distinctive Taiwanese identity and Taiwanese nationalism. While the mainlanders who come to Taiwan after 1945, are the nonvoluntarily political immigrant and refugees, remains a symbiotical relation with the nationalist party rulership, who often align
with a Sino-centric identification.

The language, site and the form of contemporary art display are mainly manufactured and waited to be understand by
the educated, middle class, urban audiences. Some artists try to remanufacture such fact through their art practice.
2 % Indigenous People

85 % Ta i wa n re n , H a n Ta i wa nese o r
indigenized Chinese (include Hakka, Holol)

13 % Chinese Mainlanders

76.2×264.2 cm, 1968. Zhang DaQiang, AnHeng Lake.

Left: Mural Sketch, exhibited at Asian Art Biennale. Kao Jun Hun, The Ruin Image Crystal Project. 2013.
Right: Movie Image, 2013. Tsai Ming Liang <Stray Dog> The sketched wall was being found by Tsai when shooting at the ruin.

Movie Image, 2017. Lee Tzu Tung <Writing the Time Lag> - The film using lots of mistranslation, and switches on and off
between English/ Chinese/ Amis subtitles to limit the audience from knowing the information told by other languages. It is
also a participatory videohe film completed by a all female film crew, and all the 50mm shots are directed or operated by the
interviewees.

After 1949, lots of artist tried to continue the Chinese literati aesthtics. It is also called the movement of Chinese
Renaissance, the artworks combine the Shan-Shui painting tradition with various experimental technique and the
modern usage of color, conceptualize the literati aesthetic in contempoary form.

- Han Taiwanese

As for Han Taiwanese, the indigenized Han settlers, their aim is to independent from the rulership of nationalist party. The
political starting point of its decolonization would be Lee Deng Hui’s democratization movements, and the 2002 election which
finishes the Nationalist one-party rulership for 57 years. Han Taiwanese artist are impacted by the independency consciousness,
pursuing their identity through remaking the visual aesthetics after 1945 in Taiwan, working on the lost Taiwanran history, and
the collective national trauma. These artist may include Wu Tien-chang 吳 天 章 exhibited in Vienna Biennale, Chen Chiehjen 陳界仁 and so many artist who joined the ITPARK community, includeing: Yuan GuangMing 袁廣鳴 Cui GuangYu 崔廣宇
Wu MaLi 吳瑪悧 Lin XinYi 林欣怡 Liu ShiFen 劉世芬 Lin HongZhang 林宏璋 Hong DongLu 洪東祿 YAO Rui-Zhong 姚瑞 中
Huang WenHao 黃文浩 Mei Ding Yan 梅丁衍 Chen HuiqQao 陳慧嶠 Zhuang Pu 莊普 Gu ShiYong 顧世勇 Kao Junn Hun 高俊
宏 ...and so on.

For indigenous people, their decolonization goal is their aim is to have the right of fully self-determination and autonomy,
independent from hundreds- year of multiple colonizing forces. On 1999, Taiwan’s former president Chen Shui-Bien had
signed <A New Partnership Between the Indigenous Peoples and the Government of Taiwan>, on the base of United Nation’s
<Indigenous Right Declaration>, which could be regard as a symbolic starting point of Taiwan’s indigenous independency
movement. As for artists, art practice is the method of returning to the indigeniety, they re-articulate the tradition, translate the
concept between their society and the colonizer’s society, and performe them with effectness beyond art domain . These artists
would include: Adaw Palaf Langasan, Dondon Howmun, Rahic Tarif, Sa, Sakuliu Pavavalung, Etan Pavavalong, Ami Silan, Mayao
Biho…and so on.

Amis artist Adaw formed Langasan and Makota’ay theater group for years, the participants from his Tafaloong
communities live and hold ceremonies together. They sing the songs to the ancestors spirit when climbing the
mountains, having a great feast or in any other causal occasions. By doing so, they continue the ceremony tradition in the
contemporary facade, as they sometimes brings the work to urban venues, their main audience are the ancestors' spirit
and the Tafalong communities.
In Taiwanran artist Kao Jun Hun's <Ruined Image Crystal Project> , he sketched the disappearing rivers on the walls of
rural ruins, where no living audiences is expected. The works are meant to be unknown to public, and dedicated to the
mountain ghosts and spirits.
In addition to that, Taiwanran artists Lee Tzu Tung, consider the tradition of studying other society may often led to
mistranslate, orientalize, wrongly mystified the local cultures, she switches on and off the English/Chinese and Amis
subtlties in different parts of her video work <Writing the Time Lag> , it then distinguishes the audiences and limiting
certain information to certain language users.

3. Process as the purpose

- Mainlander

- Indigenous People

From what he said, we see the authorities carrying the privatization concept are assigning creative individuals as
responsible authors, and called them as artists. Intellectual property rights are stemming from the same concept.
Ironically, the authorial context under the name of “artist” contradicts to indigenous culture itself. As for many other
indigenous creators, the body of work is predetermined; no one earns rights to certain preexisting weaving designs
nor performance gestures, and there is no new ones too. Plagiarism is consequently impossible: any creative design is
considered to originate in a collective past and to project toward an infinite, impersonal future. n the modern capitalism
means that there is no individualistic idea, but only ideas spoken by authorship.

2. Remanufacture the audience

The multi-layered, mixed-structural colonization between different ethnical groups indicated that the content and the final aim
of de-colonization varies from different groups. Their artists also express distinctively towards their nationalistic nostalgia.

Politically, the latest settlers who had not yet developed and indigenized identification, the 10/25 1945 Retrocession Day may
indicates their significant turn point of decolonization, when Nationalist party take back Taiwan from Japanese rulership.
Mainlander artists shows their affiliation through inheriting Sinocentric art tradition. Michael Sullivan once noted, people’s
attitudes to the landscape have changed fundamentally since 1949: “The mountain and streams are no longer an object of
contemplation, in which the viewer must lose himself and forget the ‘dusty’ world.They have become for most artist the visible
symbol of resurgent China. “ As Chiang Kai-shek’s strategically move National Palace Museum to Taiwan and made traditional
Chinese an official language, Mainlander who lives in Taiwan regard themselves as authentic inheritor with mission to preserve
and revive the Chinese tradition. These artists creating works with Chinese literati aesthetics, including Zhang DaQiang 張大千
Huang JunBi 黃君壁 Yao MengGu 姚夢谷 Chen DingShan 陳定山 Jin QinBo 金勤伯 Ji Kang 季康 Hu Kemin 胡克敏 Ren BoWu
任博悟 Wang YouJun 王友俊 Shao Youxuan 邵幼軒 Wu Ping 吳平 Ye GongCha 葉公超 Sun YunSheng 孫雲 Li MaoQi 李茂奇
Wang Kai 王愷 Liang Xiuzhong 梁秀中 ...and so on.

Once I asked a Toroku shaman/artist Dondon: “What is indigenous art? who called you an artist? Does indigenous
people have “art” at all?” He answered ”No, at least that is not like what in your mind.” —- For Taiwanese Toroku
community, “art” is a newly developed trend within 20-30 years, Dondon said:
“Art (or not art) is the ceremony, is the performance that we contribute to the ancestors’ spirit, the spirit above and
afterlife, it is not presented for the present audiences. “…”And if you talk about all the pattern that we designed, its just
weaved on our clothes. However, within this 20-30 years, our communities emerge a different class of people… even
though every one creates in our communities, but the people of this class are showing their wood sculpture, their hand
made fabric to the outsiders, to the government officers… after they do this things, they started to be called as “artist”,
and afterwards, they seems to have a better knowledge and power on explaining our culture. Even until now, lots of our
people think that only these artists could talk about culture, they are educated person. “

Up: Dondon Howmun
is training students
with Toroku songs and
performances rituals.
Down: Dondon's public
speach about his obligation
of being as a smapux
( To r u k o S h a m a n ) , a n d
how he dedicate art to the
ancestors' spirit.

Up: Adaw Palaf trains the
participants in Langasan
theater with Tafalong
ceremonial dancing.

Left: Video Installation, exhibited at Vienna Biennale
2015. Wu Tien-chang. Never Say Goodbye.

Right: Three channel video installation, 21'04'', loop. 2002.
Chen Chieh-Jen. Linchi-Echoes of a Historical Photograph.

Taiwaran artist tried to reveal the lost history and the national trauma covered by Nationalist government, lots of their
work have a ghostly feeling, which capture the image of hauted ghost that never been seen in the history.

Down: Langasan theater
is performing Amis
Mythology <Mayaw
Kakalawan> in KaoSiong
Wei Wu Ying Center for
the Art.

Indigenous people, black people, or any people of the minority, foreseeing the result of an artwork in mind before
creating it, indicates that the work would duplicate the existing, dominant, mainly euro-American centric aesthetics
or imagery, and the medium itself could potentially containing colonial legacy, the discourse around the documentary
ethnics could be one of the example. Therefore, organizing the co-authorship creative group, focusing on the ethnic of
workflow and the process of it, seeing it with no ending result and keep expanding it could change the presentation and
the original meaning of art.

4. Animated and ritualize
Art making becomes a profession in capitalism context, and it’s distinguished from our daily life. However, artist can
transformed art mediums as props for rituals. Taking camera as a example, it is being professionalized with the set of
camera person, studio and green screens. However, when we take a photo, it is just a personal ritual that is saying “I
need to pay attention and memorize it”, or when we pointing the camera to a person, it changes the power dynamic, the
person after the lens become more dominate, while another one feel more exposed and obligated to display. To erase the
keenness of production, we rearticulate these medias (camera, pen with ink…etc) back with the ritualistic consciousness.
Dondon Howmun is an artist and a Toroku Shaman, he combines the two into “Contemporary Shamanism”,
reconstructing the belief system through the dedication to art. Adaw Palaf trains the participants in Langasan theater
with Tafalong ceremonial dancing, participants create altogether through long-time dancing, performing rituals and
living in the communities. Most of their rituals/art / ceremonial dancing are dedicate to the ancestors' spirit.
Interviewing Tafalong matoasay Namoh Onar in his age of 94, he said that “modernization had changed Tafalong
community, it’s hard to make our life back, unless people starts “making superstition 搞迷信 ” again. Tafalong Shaman
Kating Howan often told us that “Belief is the foundation of our people. What is the purpose of these political movement
if the root of our belief is already lost? “ The production means of modern knowledge is a process of disenchantifing the
world. In contrary, their art practices animate and re-enchant the objects, ritualize the daily acts. Their ritual art had
comes with their ethnic mission of returning to the indigeniety.
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